
This Means This, This Means That, Second
Edition: A Comprehensive Review
This Means This, This Means That (Second Edition) is a comprehensive
English grammar and vocabulary coursebook designed for advanced
learners. Written by Michael Swan, it is one of the most respected and
widely used textbooks of its kind.

The second edition of the book has been extensively updated and revised
to reflect the latest developments in English language learning and
teaching. It includes new and updated examples, exercises, and activities,
as well as a new chapter on Academic Vocabulary.
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In this review, we will take a closer look at the content and features of This
Means This, This Means That, Second Edition, and assess its suitability for
advanced learners of English.
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Content and Features

This Means This, This Means That, Second Edition is divided into 50 units,
each of which focuses on a specific grammar or vocabulary topic. The units
are organized into six parts:

Basic Grammar: This part covers the essential grammar structures of
English, such as tenses, modals, and conditionals.

Advanced Grammar: This part introduces more complex grammar
structures, such as relative clauses, passive voice, and reported
speech.

Vocabulary: This part focuses on building vocabulary in a variety of
contexts, including academic, business, and everyday life.

Academic Vocabulary: This part is new to the second edition and
introduces vocabulary that is commonly used in academic writing and
speaking.

Word Formation: This part teaches learners how to create new words
using prefixes, suffixes, and compound words.

Pronunciation: This part provides guidance on pronunciation,
including stress, intonation, and connected speech.

Each unit is presented in a clear and structured way, with explanations,
examples, and exercises. The explanations are concise and easy to
understand, and the examples are relevant and engaging.

The exercises are varied and challenging, and they provide ample
opportunity for learners to practice the grammar and vocabulary covered in
each unit.



One of the strengths of This Means This, This Means That, Second Edition
is its focus on contextualized learning. The grammar and vocabulary are
presented in meaningful contexts, such as conversations, articles, and
speeches. This helps learners to see how the language is used in real-
world situations.

Another strength of the book is its emphasis on academic language. The
new chapter on Academic Vocabulary provides learners with the
vocabulary and grammar they need to succeed in academic settings, such
as universities and colleges.

Suitability

This Means This, This Means That, Second Edition is suitable for advanced
learners of English who have a good understanding of basic grammar and
vocabulary.

The book is particularly suitable for learners who need to improve their
academic English skills. It can also be used by teachers of English as a
foreign or second language.

This Means This, This Means That, Second Edition is a comprehensive and
up-to-date grammar and vocabulary coursebook for advanced learners of
English.

The book is well-written, with clear explanations, relevant examples, and
challenging exercises. It also has a strong focus on contextualized learning
and academic language.



Overall, This Means This, This Means That, Second Edition is a highly
recommended resource for advanced learners of English.
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